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Abstract

Medium scale indentation Lests were conducted at Hobwn':I Choice Ice 1~la/l(1

~Io::~~ u:~ i~~~to~i:a:h:;~~~~rl~n~s t~'=do~h:~I~h~en~~t~a~~~I~~fi~h~l~o~~i
ice load alld local peak pressure is determined by ~he dYllil.lnic behaviour of the
ice at the hard spots or the 'critical zones'. The high confinement pressure at hol

~~~~~r~:; o~~~: :n~r~h~ d~:~~nt~:~r;~i!~i~~~oTeh:'cf~Crl~v~fhy~r~~~a:~e~I:~n:lil~~~
on ice deformation and damage devclopment are discusscd. One of thc tcsts from
the Hobsoll's Choice Ice blanc! experiments is modelled u:ling the finite clement
method.

theo~:~~e~~~I&n~n~f t~hee~d;~l~~i~~d;~~~:~~ PTh:u::s:[~s c:r~\~erl~~~ri~~i
modelling are compared with the results of the test and good agreement has heen
found. Further investigation on the effects of hydrostatic pressure is sUg&l,.'!Itl,."(I.
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u.

N
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shear modulus (MPa)
bulk modulus (MPa)
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stress deviator (MPa)
critical stress for crack nucleation (MPa)
average grain size (m)
one half of the crack length (m)
crack density



DN damage measurement based on ,:,ack dCIl~ily

iVo initial crack density rale
~ creepenhancemenl parameter
~g delayed elastic strain reference rate
~~ secondary creep strain reference ra.te
e,j della function
m damage exponent for damage measurement DN
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S. damage parameter
q damage exponent
So damage constant
F(p) pressure hardening faclor
G(p) pressure softening factor
Fo pressure hardening constant
Go pressure softening constant
M pressure softening parameter
f pressure hardening exponent
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Exploration for offshore natural reSOllfces, such as oil, gas, mineral deposits and

hydrocarbon reserves has been taking place since the early 1970's. Most of these

resources in Canada are situated on the continentai margins. Exploration and

recovery of these resources Are challenged by the severe environmental conditions.

In addition to the usual hazards in conventional environments such as waves and

ship collisions, offshore .tructures in Arctic lUId sub-Ardie waters must cope with

ice loading. It is rttOgnized that the interaction of iCC!: with marine structures is a.

major design consideration. Difficulties in ice force estimation arise beause of the

unique structure and behaviour of ice as well as the near-melting temperatures in

which it operates.

Ice in nature is a polycrystalline mat~rial with a larg!! number of single crystals

in different orientations. This polycrystalline material could be d~sified into two

kinds: granular ice and columnar ice. Columnar ice is formed with the grains

growing parallel to the heat flow and with c-axis perpendicular to the column

length. This type of ice is referred to ~ 52 ice and can be (ound in lakes, rivers

and seas. Its mechanical properties are orthotropic. In granular ice, the grains are



randomly orienLed. The size of the grain is found Lo r;lllge from lille Lo mediulIl.

This type of ice can be found in icebergs, lakes and seas and can be treated as

a statistically isotropic material. Granular ice can be made in the laboratory by

free2ing water seeded with randomly oriented fine ice crystals. Icc hehaves in a

viscoelastic manner with its deformation dependent on the loading rate. When ice

is stressed it exhibits an instantaneous elastic deformation and immediately begins

to creep. The Burgers model which consists of a Kelvin unit and a Maxwell unit

is used to characteri7": ~he mechanical properties of polycrystalline ice. Acconling

to Sanderson (1988), there are two typical aspects of ice behaviour: continuum

and fracture. Continuum behaviour includes elastic, ductile creep deformation and

damage process characterized by uniformly distributed microcracking.

Hazardous ice features are classified as level first year ice sheet, deformed first

year ice features, multi-year ice floes and glacial ice features (icebergs and ice

islands). Considering these ice conditions, an offshore structure TlIay be loaded by

discrete masses such as multi-year flocs or icebergs, a continuous first· year ice cover

and a large ice feature surrounded by first-year ice. Ice features mentionctl above

are set in motion under the effect of environmental forces.

When a marine structure obstruc~s this motion, the interaction between the ice

feature and the structure may el'd immediately if the forces exerted by the structure

introduce sufficient inertial forces to stop the ice feature or change its direction of

motion. In this case there would not be any contact any more. If the driving force

is high enough, the structure will be fuUy enveloped in the ice feature soon after

the interaction starts. The width of the structure is the contact width and local

indentation occurs continuously during the interaction. In most cases, the ice cover



is large enough 50 that its movement will not be affected by the structure and the

uructure is fully embedded in the ice. The force C&ll be calculated from the loa!

stresses of thE: ice along the width of the structure. The total ice force is the sum

of local stres:ses.

The interaction between a vertical structure and an ice sheet is a very common

ice-load scenario. Because of the confinement effed of the ice in the area of load

application, a triaxiaJstate of stress develops in the ice behind the indentor. If the

failure due to global fracture does not occur, the total ice force can be obtained by

analyzing the stresses in indentation. An appropriate model of the whole interac

tion system including ice feature and structure and a good understanding of the

constitutive behaviour and size effects of ice are necessary to obtain an accurate

estimate of ice force.

The average global ice pressures recorded in small-scale laboratory indentation

tests, medium scale indentation tests and full scale impacts of multi-year sea ice

with artificial islands range from 10 MPa to 0.5 MPa and lower. The bigger the

scale of interaction, the smaller the average global pressure. This variation between

measured index mechanical properties and full-scale ice behaviour is known as the

scale effect. This phenomenon is generally associated with non-simultaneous failure

and the statistical distribution of zones of high pressure in the contact a.rea. The

ice structure interaction is further comptica.ted by the various modes of failure

of the ice adjacent to the structure. Although the crushing mode is generally

observed during interaction events, the process can be compounded by mixed-mode

deformation, such as cruBhing coupled with splitting, out of plane flexure, spalling,

or buckling. Moreover, the interaction events depend on many facton. The factOrB



commonly involved are the loading rate (the speed of the ice shed), telnpcrature,

mechanical properties of ice and structure, degree of confinement and the shape of

the interface. The results of recent field and laboratory investigations iudicate lhM

pressure melting and sintering are also active mechanisms.

The appearance of dynamic ice-structure interaction was thought to he most

pronounced in slemler, flexible, bottom-founded structures with small, internal

damping such as lighthouses and small platforms. In the winter of 1986, however,

the Beaufort Sea structure Molikpaq experienced severe vibrations caused by the

repeated crushing failure of a multi-year ice floe which produced an eight meter

high pile of pulverized ice adjacent to the structure (Jefferies and Wright, 1988).

Since structural analysis is quite advanced, a good theoretical model for an

offshore structure is not difficult to establish. To simplify the analysis, it is only

necessary to consider those modes of strucLural vibration that will be excited during

the interaction. Sometimes it is sufficient to model the structure for illl fundamental

mode of vibration by a single-degree-of-freedom system with a mass M attached to

a spring of stiffness K and linear damping element of coefficient C. The differential

equation governing its motion is:

Mi+ G±+ J<~ = F(t) (\.1)

where z is the displacement, :i: the velocity, i the acceleration of the mass and F(t)

the interadion force generated between the ice sheet a.nd the structure. Equations

similar to this can be derived for a multi-degree·freedom system lhrough modal

analysis for each of the different modes of vibration. The condition of stability for

a structure can be found by solving the roots of the above equation.



A variety of mathematical models have been developed for describing tne ice

induced vibration. Most of them treat the structure as a spring-mass-damper

clement, but ~hey differ in how the interaction forces F(t) arc assumed or treated.

The interaction between a moving ice sheet and a fixed structure results in loading

and deformation of both the structure and the ice sheet. Any theoretical treatment

must stress the interaction aspect of this problem.

Jefferies and Wright presented a conceptual framework for dynamic ice-structure

interaction during crushing events in the following steps:

1. The ice approaches the structure.

2. The structure defiects.

3. The ice crushes at its failure stress.

4. Due to the ice failure, there is a spring-back of both the structure and the

ice. The slored elastic energy is released and the the crushed ice is extruded

out of the zone in front of the structure.

5. The process repeats.

Through the analysis of this process, the action of several parameters hs been

identified:

1. The peak load is the fracture strength of the ice.

2. The minimum load is controlled by the crushed ice extrusion mechanism.

3. The frequency is controlled by a combination of the ice velocity, the combined

ice-structure stiffness and the difference in the peak and the minimum ice

load.



4. The unloading rate will be controlled by the inertial effecls and the cxtr\\~ioll

mechanism.

It is believed that micro-cracking plays an important role in trall~[()rming all

intact ice sheet into a heap of granular particles as observed in icc crushing. Crack

ing activity in the vicinity of the indenter leads to failure of ice, resulting in sudden

unloadin13' In this case, the frequency of the ftuctuation in the ice forces call be

related to the velocity and the length of the damage zone in the ice.

The most significant crushing processes are pulverization and clearing (Jordaan,

198B). In the initial stages of pulverization, sels of micro-cracks emerge and they

are distributed in certain patterns. The stain energy accumulates gradually in the

ice. This energy will be rapidly released when a large enough number of miclO-

cracks appear, accompanied by an abrupt drop in the indentation force. The strain

energy is dissipated in the damage process, i.e., by the transformation from strain

energy into other kinds of energy through friction between ice particle!! moving

very quickly relative to each other.

The extrusion of pulverized ice was treated as a viscous flow by Jordaan and

Timeo (1988) and a stick-slip movement model was proposed by Jordaan and

McKenna (1991)_ Based on the energy dissipation analysis, a dynamic equilib

rium equation might be established. At present, a precise calculation of each term

of energy is still impossible. There is still a need to conduct careful laboratory tests

to investigate the ice-structure interaction.

Numerical methods have been used to solve indentation problems related to the

ciamage process in ice. It is considered that the finite element method is a promising

approach in modeling ice and structure beha.viour. Despite the a.ccelerating growth



of literature on the subject of icc forces Oil structures in the last two decades, the

II,vuilable models arc not yet fuUy satisfactory. Practical design problems have been

deaH with by concentrating on empirical resulls and conservative idealizations.

The focus of this thesis is to investigate the icc behaviour in crushing. Some new

approachCll about failure mechanisms involved are developed. The scope of this

work includes the following tasks:

I. a literature review of the mechanical properties of ice,

2. an analysis and discussion of the volumetric stress effect on ice deformation

and failure in indentation,

:J. a descripLion of smalJ scale laboratory tests and medium scale indentation

tests,

4. numerical modelling of a medium scale indentation test and comparison of

the modelling results with lhe experiment results, and

5. conclusions and recommendations for future work.

The most i· .•portant work is the numerical modelling of the medium scale in

dentation tests conducted at Hobson's Choice Ice Island in 1990. In this modelling,

some new ideas on the constitution of ice are applied through the finite element

method.



Chapter 2

Ice Mechanical Properties

2.1 Viscoelastic Model

The behaviour of viscodilStic materials is modeled by uling combinations of two

basic elements: spring and duhpot. A four-element rheological modd for polyerys.

talline ice, i.e. BurgeN model, was therefore presented by Jordaan ct aI. (1988).

Parameters are calibrated from the resulu of small uniaxial icc lesLs. Through the

process of the calibration, lhi! model can describe the behaviour of icc very wdl.

Satisfactory resulu are also obtained by finite element simulation of indentation

tests using Burgers model.

2.1.1 Elasticity of Ice

Granular ice, treated as an i:..:>tropic material in t:ngincering problems, is chanu:·

terized by two callstan' , in its elastic behaviour: the elastic modulus E, and the

Poisson's ratio, v. The elastic strain of ice is represented by Hooke's law as fur

other materials:

f=u/E. 12.1)



To oblain lhe claslic modl!ll.ls and Poisson's ralio, one must take care in estimating

Lhc time-dependent effect in the ice stress tesl. A true estimate can only be obtained

from a very rapid test. In static tests, the elastic moduli!.! is determined by reading

Lhe initial tangent value from a stress·strain curve. This proves to be not very

accurate since ice creeps at any stress. Dynamic methods are therefore employed

which can minimize the time-dependent effect.

The variation of ela.9tic modulus and Poisson's ratio with temperature, as given

by Sinha (1989a) for hath granular and columnar ice, shows that temperature does

not h'we a strong effect. The elastic modulus and Poisson's ratio are 9 CPa and

0.308 at temperature of _50oa, and 10.6 CPa and 0.3605 at temperature of ooe.
The clastic modulus is not highly dependent on grain size either (Sanderson 1988).

On the other hand, porosity has strong influence on the ice elastic properties.

Measured values for the elastic modulus of sea ice are highly scattered ranging

from 0.3 to 10 GPa for static tests and 6 to 10 GPa for dynamic te!lts. The scatter

is due to the presence of impurities in the sea ice. Theoretical and experimental

models for calculating the elastic modulus of sea ice as a function of brine volume

have been proposed.

Considering the present field of interest, for polycrystalline ice of low porosity,

the elastic modulus given by high frequency dynamic tests is about 9 to 9.5 (;Pa

in the temperature from _5°C to -lOoe (Mellor, 1983). The standard range of

Poisson's ratio is 0.3 to 0.33.

2.1.2 Creep of Ice
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Strala

Figure 2.1: Thr~ Stages of Ice Creep

A typical creep curve is shown in Figure 2.1. There are three distinct r~ions

in thie curve. First there i. an initial transient creep which is al,o known u a

primary creep. The primary creep is eoDowed by a. secondary stea.dy.stale phase

and this SC!COodary creep is also ea11ed minimum creep because io aU three ph&Sell,

the second creep rate it the smallest. Finally, there i... tertiary.creep and the cro::p

rate increases -Saio.

Delayed elastic (tfusient or primuy creep) crete,? is simila.r to elastic deJorma·

tion in that it is totalJy recoverable. Delayed. elastic strain is associated. with grain

distortioo and .lidiog due lo the shear stresses generated between grain boundariet.

Sinha (1978) gave &fl expression for delayed elutic strain under constant stress:

,'(t) ~ ":' (./E)'II - up( -('Tt)')), (2.2)

where Cit '. ba.od OT are l ' ;ants dependins 00 ~he tempera~ureand srain size

d.
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The secondary creep strain characterizes viscous Row t corresponding to disloca

tion mo~ment within the STains, mostly ,lip in bual planes. The fact that basal

slip is much euicr than slip on other planes make the stress distribution in a loaded

polycrJlltal become non-uniform as the loading starts. In randomly c.riented gran

ular ice, those grains that are the best oriented for basal shear will slip nrst /lnd

therefore the stress will become concentrated on those less well oriented. On the

other hand, the most poorly oriented crystals tend to rota.le in order to tum to an

easier glide direction.

In the model of Sinha (1982), unlike the delayed ela.3tic creep, the secondary

creep rate is independent of grain size. There is still some debate as to whether

the secondary or minimum creep is a fundamental materia.! property or merely

marks the transition from the primary to tertiary stages. Under certain conditions,

the ice deformation will jump from primary to tertiary Creep directly. Basically,

this secondary creep is a non·recoverable deformation &5 a result of intr38ranular

dislocation movements.

Glen's Law (Glen, 1955), also known a.: Nortou's taw or simply the creep power

law is the commonly accepted form of the constitutive equation for secondary creep

rate for ice, i.e.

i=Au",

where n is a constant and A is a function of temperature in the form of:

A = B<%p(-Q / RT),

(2.3)

(2.4)

where R =8.314J mo{-IK-I, is the universal gas constant; T is the temperature

in degrees Kelvin; Q is the activation energy and B is a material constant. Neither
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B nor Q is dependent on the ice type. In Sinha's !!qllatKm for (:olumnar ice, Glen',

ww takes the form of:

(2.5)

where io,O"o and n are all creep constants. In multiuial stress states, this equation

can be written as:

(2.6)

where s is the von Mises stress and i.ii and 5ij are the strain and stren tensors

respectively.

The tertiary creep is often associated with microcracking and the very large

strain which may be the result of possible failure. It is also found that for ter·

tiary creep to occur, microcracking de·!!! not necessary need to exist. Accordins to

Sanderson (1988), tertiary creep oould be also initiated by dynamic recrystalliza

tion. Jordaan ud McKenna (1989) point out that acceleration oC creep rale could

result Crom an increa.sins number of dislocation sites. Whether this acceleration

in creep is due to damase such as microcracking or intrinsic response, or both of

them is still unknown. As a matter of Cact, the real tertiary process is not well

understood, In this study, the tertiary creep effl!f't is included in the secondary

creep by considering the enhancement of creep due to cracks, recry$tallizalion and

pressuresoCtening effects.
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2.1.3 Constitutive Models

The time dependent deformational behaviour of linear viscoelastic solid under a

uniaxial stress state can be expressed as:

(2.7)

aod

(2.8)

in which l' is a point of time in the interval [O,tl, D(.) and E(,) are creep (compli

ance) and relaxation (modulus) functions. The symbol x is used to denote position

in the material. Aging could be included by making 0 and E functions of time t'

in addition to the duration (t - t') (Jordaan, 1990).

The compliance and modulus functions are related in the following way:

p'[)(z,P)E(z,P) ~ 1, (2.9)

where the bar indicates the Laplace hansform and P is the parameter of the trans

form. Based on the thermodynamics of irreversible processes, the creep compliance

and relAxation modulus arc expressed in following:

(') 1 t-t' ~ 1 [S;(z) , J)
D x,t = E1(x) + 1Jl(X) + ~E;(x) {I - e:z:p - 11;(:Z:) (t -t)

N '( )
S(z,t - ") =E,(x) +~ E;(z)ozp[- ~:(:»).

(2.10)

(2.11}



Figure 2.2: Kelvin Chain
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Figure 2.4: The Strain·Time Curves of Sinha', Equation &ad the Model of Two
Kelvin Units (Jordaan et 11.1., 1988)

Figure 2.2 aDd Figure 2.3 show series of ~pringll and dashpot which represmt

the viscoel&3tic material d~aibed by above equation.s. The summation term in

the creep compliance equatlen is the delayed elutic creep which is represented by

Figure 2.3. The values of E,E', 11, 11' an be interpreted u stiffnl!$5 (moduli) and

daahpot vi5COllity.

The above creep compliAnce function is convenient in IOlving simple stresl atate

problems. For instance, it C&n be used to obtain strain response of ice under non.·

uIi.iform streu condiUon, Le. l}u(z,t')!8t' "'" con.ttaot. All parameters in the

solution can be derived by fitting the solution to the test data using a optimization

method. As an example, tbe delayed ela.stic strain caused tiy ito stress with ito constant

stress raie calculated by using two Kelvin units in a aeries ill presented in Figure

2.4 (Jordaan et 11.1., 1988). For comparison, resulh from Sinha's equation under
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Figure 2.5: Burgers Model

same stress condition is also shown in the same Figure.

If the number N in both summation term:l or the above two equations is chosen

to be 3, the creep compliance equation represents a linear Burgers model which

will be discussed in detail later.

Jordaan et al. (1990) point out that (or the series of Kelvin units a spectrum

of retardation times witb a distribution function is required. Due to the difficulties

encountered in practice, one has to resort to a simpler model and hence a fOUf

element Burgers body is presented.

Before deali~g with Burgers model, it is helpful to present Sinha.'s model first

because of the close resemblance between the two models. As discussed in last

section, it is generally accepted tbat ice deformatioD can be expressed as:

(2.12)
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where (, is the total.train, '" is the dastic slrain, (4 is the delayed elastic defor

mation and (. is the secondary creep. Sinha formdl.lCl the lotal strain as:

(, = i + CI:l{a/E)'[1 - e:z:p(-(art)'lI+ to(~)"t. (2.13)

From Figure 2.5, it is seen that the Burger! model basically has two components:

a Maxwell and a Kelvin unit. The Maxwell unit corrCl~onds to the elastic and

permanent creep in Sinha', equation. following Flugge (1967), fOf uniform slress,

the elastic strain and creep in the Maxwell unit are:

(2.14)

where ~ is the applied axial.tress and /-l(u) is the slress dependent creep coefficient

(viscosity). The delayed elastic strain is formulated by the Kelvin unit. 1£ the slress

on the spring ohhe Kelvin unit is u. and the stress on the duhpot is O"t. the applied

axial stress is:

a =17. +(14.

where:

By substituting, the a.pplied a.xial stress:

(2.15)

(2.16)

(2.17)
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If q is a uniform stress then,

(2.18)

With manipulation, this l!Guation yields the final solution of dela.yed clastic strain:

f:= -;;(1 - eJ:p( - 10' P~=i) dI)I, (2.19)

where EK is the spring constant for the Kelvin unit and T i! an intermediate lime.

This solution is actually identical to Sinha's equalion of delayed claslicstrain except

that the argument of the exponent is - fci ~dT. For a step application of slress

u maintained from t := 0, the two formulas can be totally identical by assuming

that

(2.20)

Suppose p.(ao/} follows a power law:

(2.21)

The strain of the Kelvin unit can be expressed by either the spring or the duhpot

element:

f:= Plo~:") := Ku;.

Solving these equations yields:

(2.22)
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where, JlI(O is the viscosity at t = O.

An expedient computational solution for the delayed elastic creep strain can

be obtained. Instead of making the current stress and strain uncler variable stress

couditions a function of the entire past stress and strain history, the current stress

of the da~hpot is stored in the spring of the Kelvin unit. With this method, at the

beginning of each time increment, only the stresses, strains and other parameters

stored as state variables in the previous step need to he read and at the end of the

increment, the new results calculated in this step arc updated for the program to

read at the beginning of next step.

In order to implement the finite element analysis, equations and parameters

in the Burgers model are further simplified. Assuming that the strains of both

dash pots follow the power law relation with respect to stress, the delayed elastic

and secondary creep strain are as followings:

(2.23)

(2.24)

where Eg and E~ are creep reference rates or creep parameters. The symbols PI< and

pm are the viscosity coefficients of the Kelvin and Maxwell units, Le.,

(2.25)

and

(2.26)
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The diUlhpot in the Kelvin unit will carry most of lhe dress at thl'l bet;inning

for a very short time in a rapid loading. The elanic effect dttreases wilh lime

and eventually creep will dominate. The above equations are dealing with uniaxial

stress slates only. In the use of multi-axial stress states, the general etl'l'lIiull for

ice deformation takes the following (orm:

(2.27)

The elastic theory for multi-axial stales is:

(2.28)

For tne delayed and secondary creep strain, the strain and stress are divided into

deviatoric and volumetric components, i.e.,

o1i = &ti + iO'~, (2.29)

t.t=eti+l~, (2.30)

ttii=.!ii+iO'i; (2.31)

And

l~i = e~i + l~. (2.32)

More assumptions are made in lhe case of complex multi-axial stress conditions.

These are as followings.

1. Ice creep is entirely deviatoric and its response to volumetric stress is elastic.

There will be no volumetric deformation in creep except dilatation caused by

cracking.
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2. Shear strain follows the same power law as strain in the principal directions.

3. The viscosity coefficient is a function of the von Mises stress.

Based on thdc assumptions, the delayed and secondary creep deformation be·

haviour of multi-axial stress state can be described by:

et; = ~"ijIJlk

e~j = ~"ij/Jl""

where the viscosity coefficients are:

",d

(2.33)

(2.34)

(2.35)

(2.36)

Introducinr; the von Mises stress:J =(~"ij"ij)1/2 and ~uivalentstrain c == <!CijCij)l/1

into the above equAtions (Xiao, 1991), the final solutions of the Burgers model are

expressed entirely in ~rms of von Mises stress and the corresponding equivalent

shear strain:

(2.37)

(2.38)

The accumulated delayed elastic equivalent strain is obtained by integration:

e4= 10' e"dt = fol t~{s'I/(To)f1dt (2.39)

Following Sinha, E. ::::I d/(c1dd. Cl = 9. dl =O.OOLm and d is the grain size.
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2.2 Damage Law

2.2.1 Ice Cracking

Ice is an extremely brittle material. Ice crackin,; is associated with the rel~ase of

elastic strain energy. The brittleness of ice can be I\ppreciated by its low valuCM of

fracture toughness, approximately 15(}-200 K Pa m l/2 which is of the same order as

glass. Because of this property, for ice cracking to occur I very little energy is needed.

As an ice sample is stressed, strain energy is stored. The energy ;s dissipated by

viscoelastic movements and converted to surface energy. [n the calculation made

by Jordaan and Timco (1988), the energy for creating fracture surfaces is about

0.1% of the total energy dissipated in the hdentation proceS!. The remainder is

believed to be consumed by relative viscoelastic movement between ice yarticle!l,

which is thought to be a frictional process. Cracks can be divided into tensile

cracks ami compressive cracks accordin& to the stress fields they arc in. A critical

stre:ls !...~.el is necessary for both kinds of cracks to occur. Schulson (1989) shows

that the critical stress for a tensile crack is:

(2'<0)

where 0'0 and Ie are constants ...nd d is the ice grain size. The mechanism of com·

pressive cracking is very complicated. Attention is focused on compressive cracks

(Figure 2.6) in the following. The average crack size is about 0.65 times the average

grain size. The crack size is independent of stress while the crack density is a func

tion of stress. Even under multiaxial stre!>s states, as observed by Kalifa (1989), the

cracks in ice tend to form in the direction of highest principal compressive stress.
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Figure 2.6: Compressive Cracks

2.2.2 Damage Evolution
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Ice indentation tests show the evidence of the development of microcracks along

the maximum shear stress (Figure 2.7). The failure of the ice could be described

by three stages:

1. Elastic deformation with no cracks.

2. Nucleation of microcracks and increasing crack density with stress.

3. Failure stage, lou of resistance to any stress or stabilized stress-strain relation

due to high level of damage caused by high dell8ity of cracks.

According to the d&mage level, the ice sheet ahead of an indentor can be char·

acterized by three :tones (Figure 2.8):

1. Virgin ice, undamaged or intact ice



Figure 2.7; Ice Crack. Ahead of an IndenLor (JorduD and Timco, 1988)
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Figure 2.8: Three 2'.ones o( Damage (Jorda.an and Timco, 1988)
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2. Partly damaged icc with high density of cracks

.1. Totally damaged or crushed ice

The critical zone is very important in ice force calculation because it will carry

most of the load. The critical zone effect will be discussed in detail la.ter. The

crushed. ice can still stand some compressive stress due to its frictional properties.

Under the damage condition, the constitutive models in the last section can not

be used directly without including the effect of the damage. Damage mechanics is

therefore applied to ice modelling.

The process of damage is defIned as the accumulation of nUcro-defects inside the

ice structure. As mentioned above that the compressive cracks tend to be oriented

in the direction of the highest principal stress, it scalar representation D is used as

a damage parameter. Figure 2.9 shows a body with an overal sedional area of Ao

and a damage area of A. With uniaxial stress P, the effective stress of this damaged

body is;

p p "
(J~= Ao-A = AoO - D) = 1="0'

and the elastic deformation is:

E=~=--"-=!!...
Eo E.(l-D) E

(2"1)

(2.42)

where 11. is the effective stress; Eo is the elastic modulus and E is the effective

modulus. The damaged ice can be considered equivalent to intact ice provided

that the virgin elastic modulus is replaced by the effective elastic modulus. The
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Figure 2.9: The Overall Area and the Damage Area (Xiao, 1991)

development of damage depends on the stress, strllia and the current damage degree

(Xiao,1991):

(2.43)

The degree of damage is simply represented by a damage parameter (Xiao, t991):

(2.441

where a is the radius of crack surface which, for simplicity, is chosen to be the gain

size aDd N is the crack density. To get the crack density N, a damage evolution

analysis bas to be done. Following Jordaan, McKenna and Xiao (1990), ll. rate

expression of crack nucleation rate is given:

(2.4~1

where the No is a damage constant; s is the overall Itress; 0'0 il a reference stUll

of 1 MPa and m is a damage exponent.
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The damage theory and its applicability to ice was mentioned by Schapery in

1991. The t1arnagc measurcmen~ given by Schaper)' (1991) is:

('.46)

where S" accounts for tr."! accumulation of damage, s is the overall stress and q is

a constant. S~ could also be expressed a.<;:

(2.47)

where So is a constant. Schapery's approach make it possible to consi:ler all kinds

of damage ill one measurement. In the following analysis, Schapery's expression of

damage is adopted.

2.2.3 Damage Effects

Damage induces a change ill ice structure integrity resulting in a weakening by

reducing the effective modulus and stiffness. The change of elastic properties is de

termined by calculating the 108s of strain cf'ergy due to the formation of cracks. The

equations of the change of elastic properties are given by Budiansky and O'Connell

(1976). By using the damage parameter given by Xiao (1991), t,heir equations

become:

(2.48)

(2.49)
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where K. G and II are the cracked bulk and shear moduli and cracked Iloi&."on ral;"

respectively. The subscript NO" denotes the intact ice properties. Figure 1.1 Ushow~

the change of elutic modulus in uniaxial stress tcst (Xiao. 1991). llast.'\1 on IIllrri

and Nemat-Nasser (1983) and Xiao (1991), Budiansky and O'Con"cll'~ "'1luat~l11

can be simplified a.nd modified to:

GIGo = l-wDN

(2.51)

wherew =16/9 in tension andw =1 in comp[l..'5sion ~incc the n.-duction nfcla.,ticity

is smaller.

In the above formulas, the interaction between cracks is l:onsidcrcd IJUt lh(~

traction effect across the crack surfaces, which is very important in high oonfillillg

pressure situation, is not included. The solution is only valid in the ca.~ where tllr.

cracks remain open. Under compression, as will be discuw:d later in next dll\pl.cr,

the crack effects on ice elastic properties will be reduced due to the difficully ill

crack nucleation and the closure of cracks.

The effecls of damage on creep are more ~ignilicant. F'igure 2.11 !lllOWS If.. ~

strain-stress curves of the uniaxial test results for both intact and prcdamagl..'t.l iCI:.

The creep strain of damaged ice is about 5 to 10 times of that of intact iCIl. JonJaan

et aL (1988) found that when the damaged icc creep is enhanced by a factor of 10,

the reduction of the Young's modulus is only 10 percent.

As shown in equations 2.33 and 2.34, the representations for primary and JlI:e·

ondary creep of the intact ice take the same form. The Glen's law ill uniaxial
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Figure 2.10: Elastic Behaviour of Intact and Damaged Ice (Xiao, 1991)
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Figure 2.11: Strain Response of Intact aod Predamaged Ice (or Constant Stress (
Xiao, 1991)
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damage state Sa can be generalized to:

(2.5~)

where the damage is assumed to result in a reduction in cross-section with ,l c:or·

resp'mding increase in stress. An exponential form i~ introduCt:d hy .lorJaall ;\U,I

McKenna (1988) for damage models of both primary and secondary eret:,,:

(2.5:1)

(2.5'1)

where the primes refer to strain rates of the cracked icc; pd, P arc constant CIl

hancement parameters; and efj, efj are strain rates for intact ice which, for inst<1llcc,

can be represented by Burgers Model. Creep enhancement is found both in ulliax.-

ial and triaxial- stress states. The percentage of elastic strain in total deformatio1l

becomes smaller and smaller with the increase of damage. Creep will dominaLe Lllc

total strain under high damage condition.



Chapter 3

Influence of Hydrostatic Pressure
on Ice Deformation

Evidence shows that the hydrostatic part of the stress tensor is also very important

in ice deformation under triaxial stress. If the total deformation is divided into a

deviatoric and a volumetric <-<.ImpOllent, the hydrostatic pressure will have an effect

not only on the volumetric but also on the deviatoric component.

The hardening and softening effects of hydrostatic pressure are discussed in

this chapter. Pr,::ssure hardening effect~ will make cracks more difficult to nucleate;

suppress the elastic failure and incrcilSC ice stiffness by closing cracks which already

exist. Pressure softening effects will reduce the viscosity of ice and the friction at

crack interfaces. The pressure softening effects may be caused by pressure melting

and dynamic recrystallization,

3.1 Pressure Hardening - Crack Suppression

3.1.1 Effect of Hydrostatic Stress on Crack Nucleation

Kalifa et aL (1989) explain the crack nucleation as a stress-induced process at the

head of a pile-up, In their study, the first crack ro~ms at a uniaxial compressive

31
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Figure 3.1: Two Stress Fields Acting on a Nucleated Crack (Kalifa et al., 1989)

approximately 2 MPa.

Figure 3.1 shows stresses on It nucleated crack at the head of a pile-up under

triaxial compressive stress field. Two stress fields are assumed to act on the crack:

the local stress field induced by the dislocation pile-up process and the remote

stress field. Ba.sed on this assumption, the local tensile slress field and the remote

stress field will contribute to the two components of the mode I stress intensity

factor for crack nudeation. According to Kalifa et aI., the stress intensity factor is:

K,=K'+K", (3.1)

where K' represents the local tensile stress component which drive the crack to

open and K~ is the remole stress component which inhibits the crack growth.

Through the stress analysis, i~ is obtained tbat

(3.2)
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where;

where

l is the microcrack length and is comparable to the grain size,

d is the pileup length,

and ..\ is the confining coefficient and equals 0'3/0'1'

If a crack {orms, I<r must equal the fracture toughness !(1<' The resulting

criterion {or critical shear stress at the crack formation is:

K"
0'\ - 0'3 = - (1I'd)I/2Cr'

where:

(3.4)

(3.5)

Kalifa el al. (1989) also used triaxial tests to study the effect of hydrostatic

stress on critical stress and strain for crack nucleation. The results of their tests

were regressed by the least squares method giving the following equation,

(3.6)

The theoretical (dotted line) and experimental (solid line) equations are shown in

Figure 3.2.

Through the theoretical derivation of the equation for crack formation under

compressive stress fields, an important finding was that crack formation is domi

nated by the remote stress field whereas the local tensile stress field generated by
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Figure 3.2: Theoretical and Experimental Critical Differential Stress as Function
of Confining Stre3s (Kama et aI., 1989)

dislocation pileup has little effect. A very noticeable feature is the clear increase

of the critical crack initiation stress with confining pressure. Within the range of

their tests, the critical stress for crack nucleation is increased from about 2 MPa in

uniaxial loading to 6.5 MPa in triaxial loading with a hydrostatic stress of 10 MPa.

Under even higher confinement, for instance, 25 MPa, which is often encountered

in medium scale indentation tests and full scale interactions, very high devialoric

stress is needed to initiate a crack. The critical strain is also (ound to increase

with hydrostatic pressure, that is resonable considering the increase of stress. It i.

interesting that the elalltic strain component decreases all the total critical strain

increase! with confinement. This indicates that the first crack nucleatetl in a de·

formation condition more and more characterized by ductile response with the

increase of confinement. This phenomenon and the bigger stress and strain needed

to create cracks will certainly delay the early occurence of cracks and prevent tbe
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Figure 3.3: The Response of Ice in Uniaxial Compression at (a) Low (b) Interme
diate and (c) High Rates of Loading (Cocks, 1988)

ice from failing due to brittle shearing and splitting.

3.1.2 Effect of Hydrostatic Stress on the Failure Mode of
an ·Ice Sample

The majority of the ice tests are uniaxial compressive. Figure 3.3 shows the re

sponse of ice samples loaded in uniaxial compressioD. at different strain rates. Tests

were done at low, intermediate and high strain rates. The high strain rate deforma

tion of uniaxial compressive ice (c) is characterized by an elastic increase of stress,

followed by a brittle failure caused by crack propagation. A brittle solid in such

uniaxial compression might be expected to fail by axial splitting alone, as cracks

propagate parallel to the principal stre3S direction (Ashby and Hallam. 1986). The .

shear fracture ob5erved by Schulson (1987) and Rist et al. (1988) is attributed

to the end effect (Rist el aI., 1988). The ends of the tested ice sample are fixed



by the tes~ing equipment which exerts frictional constraint on the icc sample. The

expected axial splitting is inhibited at the ends especially at high strain ratL'S where

the frictional force is sufficient to prevent the axial fractures from propagating the

entire specimen length.

The confining pressure superposed on the unillxial ~est halllhe 1lame clfed a.~ lhe

ends. Under moderate confining pressures, failure might occur by shear fracture,

independent of specimen ends. The process of axial splitting and shear faulting

is predominantly a function of confinement (Hor;i and Nemat Nasser, 1985). As

shown in Figure 3.4, in the C'lSe of axial splitting (left figure), a single fracture

associated with wing cracks propagates throughout the ice specimen. On ~he other

hand, the accumulated deformation under increClSing confinement wil1 make the

cracks coalesce, resulting in the formation of a shear fault. As seen in the right

figure in Figure 3.4, a family of stable wing cracks coalesced along the shear fault

surface and a matrix of coarse and fine powdered material Wall created.

Further increment in confinement will suppress this brittle failure leading to a

higher stresses and failure due to visco·elastic flow. Recent work done by Murrell,

Sammonds and Rist (1990) also showed the same tendency. Under ~riaxial com-

p..ession at low temperature and high strain rates, shear fracture is reduced and

finally eliminated as the confining pressure increases. They attribute this elimina

tion of shear cracks to the increased difficulty of nucleation or propagation of cracks

in triaxial compressive stress field. Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6 show the stress-strain

curves under hydrostatic pressures of 1.2 MPa and 30 MPa respectively,

In conclusion, two transitions might be identified. First, from very low to

moderate hydrostatic confining pressure, there is a transition from tensile axial
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S
Axial SplittinS

S
Shear Faultinl

Figure 3.4: Axial Splitting and Shear Fracture (Kenny, 1992)

1.2MPa
i .OX10-2 5-1

Figure 3.5: Stress-Strain Curve with Hydl'O!tatic Pressure of 1.2 MPa and Strain
Rate of O.OI/s (Murrell and Others, 1990)



Figure 3.6: Stress·Strain Curve with Hydrostatic Pressure of 30 MPa and Strain
Rate of O.OI/s (Murrell and Others, 1990)

splitting to shear (radure. Second, from moderate to high bydrosta'k confining

pressure, there is a transition (rom shut fracture to visco-elutic Bow. The second

transition is more profound because it iodiutes a chanse in failure mechanism, i.e.

from crack pro~"tiou to creep enhanced by microcr&ekins.

At low strain rates, the ice responds in a ductile manner under aoy confining

pressure and therefore the hydrostatic pressure does DOt have as much effect. In

other word" it does not change the failure character at early stage of deformation.

This can be Men in Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8 where ,t.rain ratell are one order of

magnitude lower than in Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.7: Stress-Strain Curve with Hydrostatic Pre:!lsure of 0.1 MPa and Strain
Rate of O.OI/s (Murrell alld Others, 1990)
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Fie:ure 3.8: Stress-Strain Curve with Hydrostatic Pressure of 10.5 MPa and Strain
Rate ')f O.Ol/s (Murrell and Otbers, 1990)
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Figure 3.9: Stress·Strain Curves of Polycrystalline Ice for Various Confining Pres
sures (Jones, 1982)

3.1.3 Effect of Hydrostatic Stress on the Development of
Damage

Temperature, strain rate and confining stress have great effects on the process of ice

deformation under triaxial stress states. The peak stress will increase with strain

rate and decrease with tempera~ure. Hydrostatic stress has littlt;l effect on the peak

stress at low strain rates in the order of 10-6 because ice creeps in both confined

and unconfined tests with little cracking. However, ice deformation at low strain

rates is not very important in most ice force because most deformation n.tes in

real interaction CMel! are around 10-3,,-1 or bigher. The attention of the confining

pressure effect on compressive behaviour of ice will he focused on the high strain

rate regime.

Figure 3.9 sbows tbe stresa strain curves under triaxial stress condition (Jones,

1982). All tests were carried out at temperat:lre of -ll~C and" at strain rate of 5.St
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10-3,,-1. The ~hort straight line is the result of the test conducted under uniaxial

strt!ss. This is an elastic deformation followed by a brittle failure. The change

of mechanism from brittle failure to ductile creep with the increase of confining

pressure has already been discussed in last section and is oncf' again proved in this

tC3l. Up to confining stresses of 34 MPa, the peak stress increases with confining

9trcs~. The observed phenomenon strongly suggests that hydrostatic pressure rru::;ht

close or eliminate cracks pushing peak stress to a higher level. As the confining

pressure increases, neither multiple axial splitting nor shear fracture is possible.

The failure is caused by the increasing density and the interaction of cracks. The

Cfet!p is greaLly enhanced by this kind of damage (see Chapter 2). The increasing

hydrostatic stress ma.y stop or slow down this enhancement and make the ice hold

longer before failure. In Figure 3.9, when the confining pressure is 85 T'.-rPa, the

peak stress drops. This is caused by pressure melting (Jones, 1982) and will be

discussed in detail later in t.his chapter.

Gold (1972) explains the behaviour of ice around the peak pressure with a

transition theory. The extensive network of cracks causes t.he specimen to lose

resistance to deformation. At a. certain moment (when failure starts), creep is

accelerated from the primary stage directly to tertiary behaviour. Jones (1982)

points .. ;,tt that the transition strain rate increases with confining pressure. If other

conditions are the same, when the stress of a less confined test levels off, the stress

of a more confined test will continue to rise because the confinement pushes the

transition zone to a high level of stress and strain rates. The higher the confining

pressure, the higher is the deviatodc stress needed to initiate a crack or to increase

crack density.



In both uniaxial and triaxial tests, the deviatorie strt.'Ss pcaks ilnd then drops to

a lower value, whieh is maintained with increasing strain. This lu\\' vahw of stro'Ss

is referred to as the post peak stress. Some test rC1:\ulh show that this post peak

st.ress increases with hydrost<:tic pressure. It is also oLscrveJ that the clilrcr'~Ill:e

between the peak stress and post peak stress dt'Crcascs with confining pressurc

which implies that the increase of post peak stress with confining prt.-:lsure is faster

than the increase of peak stress though both of the increases are very small. Sincc

the confining stress may play an important role and contribute a significant portion

of the deformation resistance of the ice sample, the differential stress would drop

more sharply with the release of the confinement.

In almost all the triaxial stress tests, the confining pressures arc held constant

throughout the tests. When the stress peaks and tJrops, the confinemcnt is un·

changed and its effect remains. On the other hand, in indentation tests and full

scale interactions, the drop of the load is oflen accompanied by a quick relcase of

confinement due to extrusion. To simulate the real process of failure, hydrostatic

stress should be released when the stress drops. A sharper drop of stress and a

bigger difference between peak and post peak stress might be expedt..-u.

It is concluded from the above analysis that the development of damagc i9

inhibited by the high hydrostatic pressure. The damage evolution law .'Ihould he

a function of both shear stress (von Mises ",tress here) and volumetric strCllS. A

pressure effect factor F(p) could be simply put into the damage law:

(3.7)

where F(p) is a function of hydrostatic pressure p. The bigger the hydrostatic

pressure, the smaller the damage rate. The following form of F(p) is used in
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figure 3.10: Test and Model Results of the Triaxial Test

exa.mple simula.tions in Chapter 5:

(3.8)

where Po and J are constant To illustrate, constant stress test conducted under

triaxial compressive stress (Stone and Xiao, 1993), is modeUed by using equation

3.7 and 3.8. The hydrostatic pressure is 10 MPaand the ditl'erential stre:ss is 1 MPa.

The test result and the model results are shown in Figure 3.10. The constant f is

assumed to be 1 and different values of Fo have been tried to fit the test result. J~

is seen from Figure 3.1u that the strain decreases witb Fo. The decrease of Fo is

equivalent to the increase of pressure hardening effects. fee becomes harder when

more pressure hardening effects are considered.
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3.2 Pressure Softening Effects

3.2.1 Pressure Melting and Ice Friction

The melting point of ice is depressed by hydrostatic preuurc. A gl'ncra] :lUlutioll

(the Clausius Clapeyron equalion) is given for olle sub:llall~' with two pll/l.,st.'!I at

phase equilibrium:

8P L
"'iif =T(vl-v.)'

(3.11)

where P and T are pressure and temperature; L is the latent heat and VI and

v. are specific volume of liquid and solid phue!I respectively. The variation of

meJting temperature with pressure is determined from this equation. A simple

calculation using this equation (Barnes et al., 1971) yields a rcsuh at an equilibrilllll

temperature of 273K:

(3.\0)

I.e. a pressure of about 13.5 MPa. causes a depression of T", equal to IDe.

NordeU (1990) carried out an experimental study on pressure melting. His test

results, along with the results of theoretical and experimental studies by othe:r

researchers, are shown in Figure 3.11. All results seem in good agreement with

each other. A rough estimate made by Jones ((982) is that to lower the meltillg

point from ODe to -10°C, a pressure of 110 MPa is required. While this is a

relatively large pressure, it may actually be achieved in practise. In medium scale

indentation tests, pressures up to 70 MPa have been recorded. Considcrin~ the

stress concentrations on asperities and other high local pressure area, the pressure

. in the grain bounduy at contact points could then be several times this vallie.



In the t.ed performed by Barnes et. ill. (1971), a. transit.ion from creep to pressure

melting was identilied. Figure 3.12 shows the indent.at.ion hardness of polycryso

tal/inc ice as a function of absolut.e temperature for various loading times (Barnes

and Tabor, 1971). Their test results provide evidence of a further deformation pro-

cess at temperat.ure wit.hin a degree or so of t.he melting point; t.he rat.e of flow of ice

Wall much fast.er than t.hat expected from creep process alone. They suggested that

t.hese occur when the contact pressure was sufficient to produce localized pres.!lure

mclting. This can be seen in Figure 3.12, where the points to the left of the broken

line show a marked drop in hardness. The broken line is the pressure-melting curve.

Ice in the pressure melting regime is much 9Oftet. To the right-hand side of the

pressure-melt.ing curve, the flow of the icc: is not influenced by pressure melting.

A very important. feature affectin& the friction between ice and ice is the exis-

Lcnce and exlent of any liquid layer between icc: surfaces. Once the layer is formed,

it will become the place when! the relative movement takes place. The coefficient of

friction is t.herefore dependent on the thickness of this layer. The thicker the layer,

the smaller the friction. In a process of friction between ice surfaces, the amount.

of water generated by pressure melting and frictional beating increases with veloc

ity and contact temperature. At the melting point, the friction coefficient drops

dramatically. A decrease in friction coefficient with both velocity and temperature

was observed in te".1 done by Barnes et al. (1971) as well a.s in t.ests done by Jones,

Kennedy and Schulson (1991), Figure 3.13 shows the results obtained by Jones et

.1 (1991).

In Figure 3.9, when a. confining pressure of 85 MPa wa.s used, the peak st.ress

dropped. This indicates a different mechanisn. involved around the peak stress for
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Figure 3.12: Indentation Hardness of Polycrystalline Ice as a. Function of Absolute
Temperature (Ba.rnell et aI., 1971)

very high confining prellsures. As will be discuued later, the amount of liquid in

gra.in boundaries wiU increase as the confining pressure increases. Pressure melting

makes the ice leu creep resistant. In the ca.se wbere the II10baJ stres! is less tban

that required for .. phase change. pressure meltins may be adive on a loca.Iized level

because of intense stress ooncentra.tioos at crack tips or at triple junctions. If the

confining pressure continues to increase, there will eventually be a phase change.

Pressure melting bas been observed in the large scale indentation experiments

performed in the multi-year Ie&. ice at Hobson', Choice Ice Island in 1990 (Meaney

et al., 1991). The rapid movement of the indentOr in the time-displacement curve

c:orresponds to the drop of load in time-10M curve (the rapid and relatively slow

movement a.reshown in Figure 3.14). The temperature variation has been registered

during the fut and slow forward motion.
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In indentation tests, as the load increases, the pressure on hot spots might

become high enough to cause melting, although thc average pressure exerted on

the total contact area is still low. Upon melting, the ice viscosity and friction

between ice particles will reduce. The ice will rapidly lose strength and indentor

will jump a.head suddenly, with damaged ice particles being extruded. The inertia

of the rapidly moving indentor exerts further pressure on the remaining ice. The

indentor then decelerates and eventually stops at the point that the ice sample is

able to stand the load again. The load then begins to accumulate, starting the

cycle again. Figure 3.14, for example, shows these regular cycles of load vibration.

For elastic materials, the relation of the strain energy W with other energy is

given by Jordaall alld McKenna (1988) as

(3.11)

where W. is the work supplied by the external force; Wei is the energy dissipated

on internal crack surfaces i.e. dissipated by frictioll; G is the strain energy release

rate:

(3.12)

and the superimposed doh indicate rates with respect to time. Ice is a viscoelastic

material which creeps and the energy dissipated by crack enhanced creep is also a

big contributor to the energy consumed in the above equation. As will be discussed

later, the slow friction between cracks under adhesion conditions also involves creep.

During the slow indentor displacement, as the load builds up, creep and friction

between cracks as well as other local relative movement such as grain structure
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broken would consume moet of tbe ener~. In the downswiDS part of the load·

time curve, viscous extrusion of the dam:o.ged ice in both 10" and hiSh preaure

areu would oonlumt Most of the eoer!y. The extrusioD or damased ice particles

is obvioualy dOmiD~ by frictional proceu. The enerQ hurl. in the whole

cycle of load variation ia characterized by frictional dia.ipation. Accordins to a
i

rough calculation dODe by Jordaan (1988) for medium scale indentaLiOD telt, equal

amounts of the enernal work so into the up1winS and dowl1lW'mS pan or the

loading &Dd failure cycle.



Fi~ure 3.14 shows the corresponding indentor displacement, load and temper

ature as a function of time recorded in Hobson's Choice I(~ Island experimentJ

(Gagnon and Sinha., 1991). From this figure, it is seen that the sudden drop in

load and abrupt forward motion of indentor are accompanied by a rise of temper

ature. The following explanations are given by Gagnon and Sinha (1991). When

the load drops, the mixture or ice particles and liquid arc extruded. This process,

which further relieves the pressure, can be described using viscous flow theory. As

the pressure drops, the melted ice quickly refreezes, generating heat. As a result,

the temperature increases. On the load building side of the load·time curve, the

amount of water created by pressure melting increases with the hydrostatic pres·

sure and the melting ice takes more and more heat from the surrounding ice at a

lower pressure. As a re!ult, the temperature drops.

3.2.2 Softening Effects Caused by Dynamic Recrystalliza
tion

When recrystalliZAtion is synchronous with deformatioo, it is called dynamic recrys

tallization. Dynamic recrystallization is an important process during deformation

of many rock-forming minerals. It ca.n strongly inftuence mechanical properties

and the development of microstructure. A study of dynamic recrystallization for

impure single-phase materials like calcite marble, quartzites, glacier ice, or single

phase regions of multi-phase rock, was done by Urai et al. (1986). Dynamic

recrystallization may occur during ice deformation in indentation tests.

While several boundaries of a new grain ma.y be established by grain boundary

migration, full isola.tion of the grain may commonly be achieved by development of

a bridging subgrain boundary and its conversion by progressive misorientation into



a grain boundary. Th.e g.en.eration of n.ew grains during dynamic rcc.rystalli"ation

may occur on grain boundar~. Th.e recrystalliud grain llize would be more or less

.equal to the optically visible subgrain size.

In most ca.sel, the influenc.e of dynamic recrystallization is a softening a.1I11

creep enhancing effect. The fundamental processes responsible for this effect arc

changes in grain size, changes in substructure, changes in preferred orientation alltl

changes in grain boundary structure. The softening and creep enhancing eITed ill

a combination of these processes.

Bouchez and Duval (1982) mention increases of up to an order of mAgnitude in

strain rate in ice tests associated with the increased number of grains with the same

slip orientatioh due to dyn&mic recrystallization. Another evidence they give is that

the coefficient of diffusion in a migrating grain boundary can be much higher than

in a stationary one (no recrystallization). Because of this effect, the contribution of

diffusion assisted grain boundary sliding to the total strain may strongly increase

and th.e material may be weakened.

It is believed that ice vains might be broken down under high hydrostatic

pressures during an indentation p~. A fiM grain ice structure was found at the

hot spots at the Hob50n's Choice Ice Island indentation tests. Recrystallization is a

possible mechaDism. A strong decreASe in grain size by recrystallization can rCllult

in a change in the dominant deformation mechanism to diffusive mass transfer.

This in turn should result ill a weakening of the material.

The growth of new grains causes a sudden weakening. In a test of polycrystallinc

material (Urai, 1983), it was found that during steady state flow at high confining

pressure, dynamic recrystallization occurred and recrystallization resulted in a c1e'
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crease of the creep stress by about a factor of two. (t was also found in this test

t.hat whIm hydrostatic pressure is higher than 28 MPa, the creep stress begins to

decreiJ'se with the hydrostatic pressure. Urai (l.986) explained the test results with

the decrease in dislocation density across the interface caused by strain-induced

migration of grain boundaries. Dynamic recrystallization also provides more vol

ume of grain boundary for pressure melting water. The melting water will reduce

the friction at the interfaces of ice particlCll. The test results of Urai (1983a) show

that the creep stress of the wet material is much lower than that of dry mate-

rial under the same stress condition. It is therefore concluded that the dynamic

recrystallization might be a reason for pressure softening effects in ice deformation.

3.2.3 Ice Model and Pressure Melting Effects in Indenta~

tion Tests

Two systems of ice have been defined by Jordaan and.McKenna (1991), first, the

solid body, i.e. the parent yiscoelastic material, and second, the cracks, along with

the thin layer adjacent to the crack surfaces.

Cracks will form soon after loading when grain boundary sliding starts. In the

initial stage of crack propagation, there are several local events in a t;,in layer adja-

cent to the crack faces. These local events are characterized by friction dissipation

accompanied by adhesion, bond breaking, bond crushing and by stress concen

tration on asperities. The role played by compression and shear between crack

surfaces Cim not be neglected, in particular considering the increasing number of

cracks with damage progress,

Ba.sed on Barnes et a1. (1971), the friction between ice and ice at low frictional

speeds is similar to the creep behaviour or ice. Some shear strain and stress curves



are given in Figure 3.15. [f the friction between crack faces is viewed as shear of the

thin layer adjacent to the two faces (Barnes et aL, 1971), these strain ..>.ld stres~

curves can be used to describe the local frictional movemenl al low slrain rates

of ice deformation in indentation. Figure 3.!5 gives the damaged enhanced CH.'ep,

sliding friction and pure secondary creep curves oblained by Stone et al. (L9S!)),

Barnes et a!. (1971) and Sinha (1982). One can see from these results that the

frictional behaviour between cracks is similar to that of lhe enhanced creep of the

parent viscoelastic ice as a whole. The enhancement in friction corresponding to

the creep enhancement by damage is the result of recrystallization. Thus the lower

part of the damage enhanced creep curve can well apply to slow relative movement

between ice and ice when the a.dhesion is important. This movclIlt!nt acrOSli the

crack faces would not affect the strain energy significantly. During the relatively

slow motion of an indentor, the viscoelastic model and damage law can be used

to model both the solid parent ice and local cra.cked ice. The application of this

model to the simulation of an indentation test is implemented through the finile

element method (Xiao, 1991). Good agreement between the model and the test

results has been obtained.

In Figure 3.15, the sliding friction curve obtained by Barnes et al. (~~l. I) shows

that when the shear strain rate increases and reaches a certain level, the shear strcss

stops increa.:ling and starts to decrease. This phenomenon is associated with the

generation of water due to pressure melting during the tests. More water is expected

in a triaxial stress test with high confinement pressure because of the significant

role played by pressure melting. The water generated by frictiona.l heating and

pressure melting would first reduce the viscosity of the thin layer adjacent to crack
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Fisure 3.15: Creep and F'ridion' (Jordaan ~Qd Mckenna, 1991)

face!! and help to soften the layer. The adhellioD therefore vanishes. Then the water

acting as lubricant makes the coefii.cient of friction decreaae further. The sudden

reductioD of (riction coefficient between craw make the cracks join together and

end up with a fast relative movement of ice particlell. The water geDerat~ by

pressure melting wiJI also.redllce the viscosity of the par<;nt ice.

A stick-slip model i. presented to account (or the. whaie cycle of dyn~cOJ;.
teraction between the ice and indentor (Figure 3.16). The d&mage enhanced. creep

theory presented in Chapter 2 contributes to the '8~tick' part of the mod~ describ

ins ice deformation at slow atrain rates And under loW preaure where pleasure .

melting i. Dot importAnt. The '.lip' put of the model i. completed by &ddinS a

creep enbucement factor G(p) due to pl'eSllure meJ.tin,:

(3.13)
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Figure 3.16: Stick·slip Model

(3.14)

where G(p) is the pressure enhancement factor which is a function of hydros~alic

pressure p. G(p) has the similar softening effect to creep strain as ezp(,8S,,) does.

A numberoffunctions G(p) were tried. The following forms were chosen b«ause

they give the best fits to the test result!"..

Glp) = <%p{oM),

where

~=Go(l..)g
d' po

and p is the volumetric stress. In these equations, a, 9, Po and Go arl! constallts.

Values a.re chosen by trial and error so as to give a good fit to the field data

of indentation test,. Figure 3.17 shows the pressure softening parameter M as a

function of volumetric stress. From this figure, one can see that before the pressure

builds Up. when volumetric stress is small, for example, when the stress is less
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than 10 MPa, the prcuwe ~fteniD! parameter is' alm~t zero and G, ill L 1D.

other words, when the confining pressure is low, the pressure softening effect ca.n

be neglected. With tbe faat increase of 'Iolumetric atress, the pressure softening

parameter increuea quickly.

3.3 Summary

Gener~yspeaking, there may be a competition of s:everal mechanisms tbroughout

the ice deformation process in an indentation test. One of them misht dominate at

a particular stage, for instance, prClllUre melting may be the main reuon (or load

drop.

OneHy, tbe hydroetatic ,tress has the followiDS effects OD ice de£ormatioD under

a triaxifll compressive ,tfeu:

1. The critical stren and strain for crack nucleation increase witb conftninS



pressure.

2. The early development of multiple axial spliUing and ~hear fracture at high

strain rate are 5uppressed by increasing confining pressure, which turus the

brittle failure to a visco-elastic flow enhanced b~ cracking.

3. Partial or overall closure of microcracks caused by hydrostatic prcssur.: in·

duces traction or frictional sliding between crack surfaces, leading to an in·

crease in stiffness for ice wltich is already damaged.

4. Once tlte confining pressure exceeds a certain level, the peak stress decreases

with further increase of confining pressure due to the increasing amount of

liquid at crack interfaces generai.~d by pressure melting and the softening

effects caused by dynamic recrystaJlization.

5. Pressure melting reduces the coefficient of friction at crack interfaces and the

ice viscosity, resultirl& in a fast deformation of ice.

6. The release of ..onl1nement during the load drop will play an important role

in ice deformation and must be studied further.



Chapter 4

Review of Field Tests

To ensure the stability and the economy of a structural design, an accurate estima

tion of the ice loads which will be exerted on the structure is es~ential. Ice-structure

interaction is complex and depends on many factors such as the mechanical proper

lies of ice and the structural compliance. It has been found that both medium and

laboratory scale ice-structure interaction tests d.re very helpful in understanding ice

(orces and in the development of theoretical ice models. Medium scale indentation

tcsts at Hobson's Choice Ice Island, tests of crushed ice between two plates and

uniaxial tests of multiyear field ice are discussed in this chapter. One of the in

dentation tests at Hobson's Choice Ice Island is simulated numerically in Chapter

5. The simulation or the failure process and mechanisms of the ice in front of the

indentor are based on the results or the tests of crushed ice beh>'een two plates.

Material parameters obtained from the uniaxial tests are used in this simulation.

4.1 Medium Scale Tests

Medium scale indentation tests have been carried out in the field at Pond Inlet

in 1984, at Rae Point in 1985 and at Hobson's Choice Ice Island in 1989 and
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1990. A detailed investigation and description of Lhe phenomenon oosl!rvcd in

the tests at Hobson's Choice Ice Island haw: been done by F'tcdcrking, .lordn;ul

and McCallum in 1990, Meaney, Kenny and Sinha in 1991, and by Mastl'r:;on,

Frederking, Jordaan and Spencer in 1993. These medium scale indcntatiolL ll'sts

present a good opportunity to study the characteristics of the failure proc..'!l~ ,UlII

dynamic response, and will be discussed here.

4.1.1 Program and Site Description

In May 1990, a field test program Wall conducted on Hobson's Choicc Ice blaud

Research Station by Memorial University, the National Rescarch Coullcil of Canada

(NRC), Canadian Coast Guard (CGG) and Sandwell SWiLll Wooster (SSW). The

test program was fully funded by the Canadian Government. through the Canadian

Coast Guu.rd Northern and the Panel on Energy Research and Devcll>pment., and

by Amoco Canada Limited, E:sso Resources Canada Limit.ed, r.t}noco Inc., and

Mobil Research and Development. The contact pressures for areas up to 1.5 square

meters and at indcntor speeds of 100 mmls t.o 400 mmls were measured in the

tests. The tests were designed to collect data which would help in determining

more realistic design ice loads for arct.ic structures and vessels. Scale effeds, iCt~

induced vibrations, and variat.ions in local and global pressures were aduwsscu

in this program. The test matrix was a comprehensive plan employing various

indentation geometries, contact areas, and structural compliance. There were five

test series in this program, these bcing the TFF scries, the TWI scries, the TWa

series, the TFR series, and the SFF series.

Hobson's Choice Ice Island weights approximately billion tonnes and has an
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area in plan~ of 5 km )C 8 km. It has a luge central portion of freshwater shelf

icc .surrounded by multiyear sea ice. The tests were conducted predominantly in

the multiyea.r sea ice. The ice structure consists of fruil and columnar-grained ice.

Grain size varied from fint! to extra-large with some columnar grains up to 50 nun

in length. Density ranged from 860 kglm3 to 890 kg/m3 and the average salinity

was about 0.2%. A toO m long, 3 m deep and 3 m wide trench Wall excavated and

the ice faces were prepared by using a circular saw mounted on a rolling guide. Five

indentors were used in the Held program: a large nat flexible indentor, a small fl.at

flexible indentor, two wedge indentors with similar construction and a flat rigid

indentor. For flat indentors, wedge and pyramidal ice races were used. The ice

surface Cor the wedge shaped indentor Wa.5 milled flat. The initial contact widths

of the wedge surfaces were 100 mm and 300 mm for the TFF series, SFF series a.nd

Test I of TFR series. The slope for each side oC the wedge was 3:1. The initial

contact areas C~r the pyramid lest surface were 100 mm x 100 mm and 500 mm x

SOO mm for 4 of the tests in the TFR series.

4.1.2 Test Equipment

The iUS for the large flat fiexible and Oat rigid indentor was 1.8 m 2 (1.2 m x

1.5 m). The area. for the small flat flexible indentor Wa.5 0.7 m'. A series of

hydra.ulic actuators were used. This configuration Wa.5 altered to suit the different

requirements for each test. A triple actuator system and a single actuator system

were used in this program. Up to 4 MN thrust could be given by the single actua.tor

assembly a.t servo·controlled speed up to 300 mm/3. The triple actuator assembly

could give up to 12 MN of thrust at a servo-controlled speed of 100 mm/fJ, with
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each actuator providing up to 4 MN. An array of sensors wcrc used. The inslalled

sensors included strain gauges, local pressure cells, actuator pressuw transJ1\t:l~r~,

a multi-element pressure panel, and an ice surface temperature thermocouple. In

one of the indentors, there was a video camera which recorded the interaction

process through ll. window on the indentor. Load cells ill the hydraulic actuators

and pressure transducers on the face of the indenter gave force-time histories. Tlll~

ice surface temperature thermocouple 3ave the variation of the temperature at lec,

indentor interface. The arrangement of test equipment in the trench is showli in

Figure 4.1.

4.1.3 Test Results and Discussion

A detailed understanding of the failure zone near the icc-structure interface i.'l v(~ry

important to the development of new models of icc-structure interactions. There

are blL5ically three regions in the failure zone (Meaney et aI., 1991): spall areas

(Zll, pulverized areas (Z2) and critical zone or hot spots (Z3). The pressure ill

the spall areas is very small and can be neglected. Compared with the pressure in

critical zone, the pressure in pulverized area is also very small.

The density of the pulverized ice varied from 749 to 846 kgjm3 . The parellt

ice density ranged between 858 to 890 kgjm3• A general trend observed in the

tests is that the ice material at the periphery of the contact face appears to be

less consolidated than the ice material at the center where the del.. ity is almost

the same as the parent ice. Investigation of the density distribution suggests that

significant dilatation occurs in pulverized areas due to the damage process and

low degree of confinement. Large ice particles surrounded by finely pulverized ice
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Figure 4.2: Three JUVons of Failure Zone (Meaney et a.l •• 1991)

.,
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particles are found in pl.llverizeu areas, suggesting a grinding action during the

cxtruaion.

After the tesls, pulverized ice particles were collected and examined. In the

microscopic examination, all particles showed a smooth surface, and had a wetted

appearance. No rough or sharp corners were found as would be found if melting did

not occur. The large particles in the pulverized areas are found to be a conglomerate

of smaller fine particles sintered together. During the tests, very high local pressures

and very large pressure gradients had been found across the indentor face. All the

evidence given strongly supports the possibility of pressure melting and sintering

as an active phenomenon.

The development of the critical ZOlle is affected by many factot3. Critical zones

usually develop at the center of the interface; this can be identified by the fact that

in most cases, the thickness of pulverized layer tends to be largest at the edges and

almost zero at the center. In the microscopic investigation, a ';~nificant degree

of damage and a finer grain structure were found in critical zones than in parent

ice. The degree of damage decreased with the distance away irom th.e interface.

At a given distance away from th.e interface, a low degree of damage was found

in regions behind the pulverized areas and a high degree of damage was found

in regions behind the critical zones. The load history analysis indicated that the

local peak pressures varied dynamically in time and location. The features of the

failure zones tend to suggest that the peak pressure is related to the critical zones,

wh.ich carry the majority of the l"ad. Photographs of the test surfaces suggest

that the area of the critical zone is approximately 35% of the nominal contact area

and ranges [rom 22% to 55%. All the evidence suggests fundamentally different
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debrmational processes and mechanisms for the different areas.

4.2 Tests of Crushed Ice Squeezed Between Two
Plates

Th.e tests of crushed ice squeezed between two plates (Singh eL aI, 1993) give more

information on failure process and the development of the critical zone.

A sche':1:1.Lic dia.. lorn of the test geometry is shown in Figure 4.3. There is a

100 mm thick layer of crushed ice between two rigid parallel plates. Thill layer ill

loaded aL a number of constant velocities in y-direction. With the confinement in

z direction, the crushed ice is squeezed out along x-dir~tion. The density of the

crushed ice is 0.55 91m3 and the temperature is -lO~C. A typical test result of

mean pressure and the platen displacement is presented by Singh et al (1992) in

Figure 4.4. The process of crushing and extrusion is cyclic. The dynamic belmviour

observed in this crushed ice test is similar to that of the medium scale indentation

tests. The pressure distribution changes throughout the process but the pressure

at the center is always the largest and the pressure near the exit i!l alwayll the

smallest.

In these tests, a high pressure fused zone developed through the compaction of

the crushed ice at the center of the platen, and carried most of the load. When

the pressure concentrated on the critical zone became high enough, failure started

at the edge of the critical zone and then moved towards the center. This caused a

sudden pressure increase at the center. The high-pressure gradient forced the ice

outwards towards the low pressure zone.

During the loading, ice in the critical zone experiences a cycle of solidifir.ation
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Fisure 4.3: Geometry of Crushed Ice Squeezed Between Platea (Singh et aI., 1992)
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Figure 4.4: Mun Pressure and Plalen Displacement (Singh et aI., 1992)

sudden pressure increase at. the Genter. The high-pressure gradient (orced the ice

outward, lowud, the low pressure zone.

During the loading, ice in the critical zone experience! a cycle of solidification

and breakinr;. The large pressure and coofinerMllt which develop in this st&«e

cause the pole structure to conapse and the crystal structure lo degrade. A fine

gained materi&! therefore begins to form in the criUuJ wne. A. the degree of

confinement increases, the shear strength decre&Se!l. Laree contad pressure at the

grain boundaries would lead to pressure melting. The melted ice Stains ,inter u

the loMi drops, reduci::g the localized shearinf\:. The deforma.tion then i. not only

caused by grain boundary sliding but also by grain ddormation itself. At tbis

moment, the extrusion is 30Ud and very slow reaultins io & larse load wbich in

turn makes furtber bre&kins, melting and sinterins possible. Accordins to Sinp et

&.I. (1992), tbe crWa! zone is described &ll a fused mau of ice wbich is believed to
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there, enhancing thr damage in that region.

4.3 Uniaxial Tests

Several cores of multiyear field ice and highly damaged ice (rom the c:;rushed layer

were oollected from Hobson's Choice fce Island during the tests of 1990 and were

transported to Memorial University of Newfoundland for uniaxial compressive test·

ing in its laboratory. The purpose of these tests IYILS to investigate the deformation

properties of multiyear ice and to obtain the relevant parameters for theoretical

modelling. The damage effects were also studied through the tests. Detailed de·

scription of the ~t set up and reJults were given by Jing Xiao (1991) in hi5 masler',

thesis.

Comparing the behaviour of the intact ice to the crushed ice, the cemhed ice

(damaged ice) is much softer. At a strain rate of 5 x 10-·, the peak stress of the

crushed ice is only 3.49 M Pa, only 53% of that for the intact itt.

The properties of mutiyear ke were also studied by compann! them to that of

freshwater ice (Xiao, 1991). The peak stress of multiyear ice is much lower than

that o( freshwater ice. Further investigation shows that the elastic behaviour of

multiyear ice and (reshwater ice are almost the same. If the ice is treated as a

Burgers model (Maxwell and Kelvin units), the reason that the multiyear ice is

softer must be that it hall a lower viscosity (Section 2.13). The lower viscosit), may

be due to the defects, such as the ail' pockets in multiyear ice and due to its different

t;rystal strudure. For freshwater ice, more than half of the total deformation is

elastic, but for multiyear ice, the del.:l.}ed elastic and secondary creep are the largest

components of the total deformation. Both creeps are enhanced by the defects.
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The parameters for the finite element modd developed by Xiao ct ill. (1!l\ll),

are .. 11 calibrated from these uniaxial lest results and lht.'lic paralllClt~rs ,In~ WiCtl ill

the present study. The parameters arc as following;

Description
Shear Modulus
Bulk Modulus
Primary Creep Ref. Rate
Secondary Creep Ref. Rate
Creep Exponent
Poisson's Ratio
Reference Stress
Damage Exponent
Creep Enhancement Para.l
Creep Enhancement Para.2

Parameter
G
K

0,

m

Value
3077 MPa
6667 MPa

8.8 * 10- ,,-1
1.76* LO- ,-I

0.3
I MPa

3
8
L8



Chapter 5

Theoretical Modelling of
Indentation Tests

In this chapLet, the finite element modelling of one of the indentation tests of the

TFR4 series conducted at Hobson's Choice Ice Island in 1990 is described. The

indentor used in this test is flat and rigid and moves towards the ice at a constant

speed of IOOm~f.' in the whole indentation proce55. The mass of the indentation

system is 9000 kg aDd the stiffness is 7000 MNjm. The ice in contact with the

indentor is ofpyramidu shape with an initial contact lU'uof lOO,,?m x lOOmm And

a slope of 1 : 3. The load-~imc curve of the field te5t results shows tbat the total

load that the ice exerts on the the indentor increases with time and is cha.ra.cterizeJ

by dynamic vibration!. Near the end of the test, in a short period of time, there is a

relatively stable condition of dynamic vibration of the INd. Figure 5.1 and 5.2 show

the load-time and displacement-time curves recorded in this period (Masterson et

al., 1993). In 5 cycles of dynamic vibration, the peak loads and minimum loads are

almost constant. Apploximateiy, the peak and minimum load are 9 MN and 5 MN,

and the frequency is 20 Hz. One can see from these two figures that the indentor

moves very slowly when the load builds up and. very fast when the load drops.
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Figure 5.1: Load History of Test Results ( MastersoD et al, 1993)

Instead of modelling the whole indentation process rrom the very beginning, the

numerical model simulates only one cycle or interaction when the vibration reaches

a relatively stable condition (Figure 5.1 and 5.2). At this moment, the contact. area

is about O.8m'(O.9m x O.9m). The model results are compared with the field test

results. Mecha.niSlJ'S involved in this interaction are also studied.

5.1 Model Description

The whole interaction system studied can be divided into two parts: the indentation

equipment and the ice.

The model ror the indenta.tion equipment consi,tt or a. mass, a. ,prins and a

dashpot as shown in Figure 5.3. The spring and duhpot elements are placed

between the mass element and the fixed end. Only the translational degree of

rreedom or the indent.I·ioD system ill conllidered.

The who;~ ice mesh, including the crushed areu, critical zone, and intact ice.
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Figure 5.2: Displacement History of Test Results (Masterson et al., 1993)

Figure 5.3: Model for Indentation System
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shown in Figure 5.4. It hllS~sizeo£5mx5.2mxO.9mwith all initial oontact arca tlf

O.9m x O.9m a.t the moment tha.t the vibration cycle considered starled. A fur~hcr

assumption made for this numerical interaction model is that the critical zone ;,

concentrated at the central contact area. The ice elements adjaccl1~ to the intlclIlur

consist of a set of critical zone elements at th~ geometric center of the contact area

and at the edges a set of elements with crushed ice. Different material propert;t.o:l

such as the initial damage level, the creep parameter anti the clastic mo·lulu~ are

assigned to the crushed ice element set, afler Xiao and Jordaan (1991). Pigure 5.5

shows the pressure distribution along the whole indentor width. The curve in this

figure is obtained when the total ice force exerted on the indentor is ;Wont to teach

its maximum value. The pressure distribution shows that the load carried by the

crushed ice is comparatively small. Ignoring the load carried by the highly damaged

crushed and spalled ice, the contact area of the model could be reduced t.o a thin

critical zone at the center ~Iong the vertical axis. This reduced initi.a..l ':Ontact a:ca

is assumed to carry lUi the load exerted by the ice and is assumed lo be O.2m xO.9m,

based on the critical zone area. suggested by Meaney et at (1991). For simplicity,

the load carried by the crushed ice layer is igni'red in the following caJculation and

the corresponding element set is cancelled from the mesh. It is believed that at

the moment that the cycle starts, i.e., that the load begins to build up, there will

a crushed layer next to the indentor (Figure 5.6), after Xiao d al. (1992). This

layer has some degree of initial damage, a lower elastic modulus and a higher creep

parameter than that of intact ice. A thin horizontal section through the cenler

of the reduced contact face is used in the model which has only one lenth of the

reduced contact area. Due to the symmelrical condition, it i! only Ilcceuary to
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model half of the section. The contact area of the model now is therefore further

reduced to only 1/20111 of a.2m l( O.9m. The total force calculated from this model

only reprl.!sents 1/20111 of the real force. The mesh of the ice model is shown in

Figure 5.6. This mesh has a size of 5m x 2.6m x O.Oflm. The final reduced contact

area of this icc model is shown in Figure 5.7. A plane strain condition is assumed.

All eight-node quadratic element is used. In Figure 5.6, the elements along the

right and top edges arc infillite elements. Symmetrical conditions are assumed for

bottom edge nodes. Interface elements have been defined between the intact and

crushed ice.

The ice mesh and the indentation system model are cOt'fleeted by a rigid surface

and a set of interface elements. The whole interaction model is showr: h-. Figure

5.8. AJllhe meshes are generated by using finite element tecbnique.

5.2 Modelling Theory

The numerical model is generalized to simulate the behaviour of ice in a two di

mensional region. The visco·elastic constitutive equation is assumed to be valid

fOI describing the basic ice behaviour. Damage, pressure hardening and pressure

melting effects are also included in the model.

Ice will undergo two types of deformation upon loading: the instantaneous

elastic deformation and the time-dependent viscous deformativn including delayed

clastic strain and secondary creep. A time dependent finite element formulation

is needed. In order to deal with the materit. 1 non· linearity, the external boundary

condition is applied in an incremental fashion. The time period is divided into

steps and the increase in the external boundary condition is assumed to occur at
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Figure 5.5: Pressure Distribution along Indentor Widtb

Figure 5.6: The Reduced Ice Mesh
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Figure 5.8: Model for Interaction Between Ice and Indentation System
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the beginning of the time step so that the cxternal boundary condition i~ (On~t;lllt

within each time step. At the beginning of each increment, the total strain ilH.Tc·

ment is defined in the boundary condition. In a constant SPI~ indcntaLion LI~st,

the boundary condition is the indentation speed or strain rate. The total strain

increment is:

Af=~At. (5.1)

At the beginning of the calculation i.e., the first step, there is no deformation

except the elastic strain. The stress is therefore:

(5.2)

From this stress, the secondary creep rate and the delayed clastic strain ratel:an

be obtained. In the second step, the strains can be obtained from the strain rates.

In the following steps, both the delayed elastic and secondary creep strain call

be obtained by usir.~ the strain rates obtained in previous step. 'l'hcrdorc, the

elastic strain increment is:

(5.:1)

The delayed elastic and 5~ondary creep strain rates are therefore obtained in t1:.~

same way as (or the fiut step (Xiao, 1991):

and

(.\.,1)
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The effect of damage is to reduce the dastic modulus and to enhance the creep

strain. The increments of the damage parameter 5•• and the bulk and shear moduli

'5. =So(!')·.t (5.6)a,
AAd

6K==-f(w6S", (5.7)

fJC = -OweS". (5.8)

As mentioned in Chapter 2, the delayed elastic and secol",dary creep strain are

enhanced by fadors of e%P(IJ~S.) and exp(IJ~S.).

The effect of pressure hardening is accounted for by including the effect of hy·

drostatic pres!!,:,re on the damage evolution and. the damage rate therefore becomes:

S.=S,(!.)·F(p).a, (5.9)

Pressure melting will soften the material and has the same effects as damage.

In addition to the damage enhancement factor c:zp(/1S.J, a pressure enhancement

faclor G(p) is included in the .u:ne way as the damage enhancement factor is

included in the creep strain equation. A number of the function F(p) and. G(p)

were tried. The following Corms were chosen for USl in the examp!~ simulation:

,"d

G(p) = <%p(aM),

(5.10)

(5.11)
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where

r!!!.=Gn('!!"')1
dl Po

{fd:!}

anil p is the volumetric stress. In these cquation~, /'0, Po, f, 9, 0 and Go lITe

constants. Valuc~ were chosen so as to give a good flL to ~he flekl data from the

indentation tes~s. As well, values were tried for each constant in order to ~how

their inlluenceoll the final results.

The stress, strain, damage and prenure effed parameters arc all storL-d as state

variables from previous steps; at the end or eath increment, they are updated.

The model describing the material behaviour has been developed in FORTRAN

code and implemented as a user material subroutine in the ABAQUS finite clement

analysis program.

5.3 Modelling Results and Discussion

Since all the parameters used in previous studies about the damaging visllJda~tic

behaviour of ice were obtained in uniaxial tests, a verification of the!le parameters in

tests with more complex stress condition is recommended. New parameters related

to hydrostatic pressure effects have to be calibrated from future triaxial tells lOll.

The effects of these parameters are demonstrated in Figure 5.9 Lo Figure 5.12. [t

is round that the creep parameters ig and ig, the damage constant So, Lho pressure

hardening coostant Fo, and the pressuTC softening <.onstant Go have great effl:ch on

the shape and magnitude (peak load) of the load-time curves. The dynamic cyell:

simulated in the present study starts when ~he load reaches about 5M Po; the part

of the curve before that point is uSl'd for the load building up. The simulOltion docs

not start from the beginning bu~ starts from somewhere ncar the en<.l of thl: tesL.
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III Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.to, hydrostatic pressure effects are not considered

and (Jilfcrcnt values of the creep parameter and the damage constant are tried.

The re;ults show that with the decrease of the damage constant, the peak load and

the time needed for the peak load to be reached increase while the shape of the

load-lime curve~ does not change very much. The creep parameter has a similar

dl"wt but the shape of the curves tends to become flatter as the creep parameter

increases.

Figure 5.11 shows the results that the pressure hardening effect has on the

ice constitutive model. This effect changes the damage distribution significant!}.

The clements with high volumetric stress have a lower degree of shear damage than

those with low volumetric stress; this results in a Curther strcss concentration at the

hot spots especially in the central area. The stress in that area wi!! increase with

the prCBsure hardening effects and the ice in the central area oC the critical zones

will become harder (see the disc.Jssion in Chapter 3). The peak ice load obtained

Cram this numerical model increases with the pressure hardening constant Fo.

When the pressure softening (melting) effect is includ..rl in the ice model, the

drop in the total ice force in the load-time curve becomes much sharper; in other

words, the shape of the declining side of the curve is much like that of the test result.

As can be seen in Figure 5.12, the declining side of the spike of the curve becomes

steeper aDd steeper when pressure softening constant Go increases. The effect of

prt:S1ure softening is similar to the effect of damage; both or them enhance the creep

deformation significantly. The difference is that the pressure softening is caused

by volumetric stress while the damage is caused by shear stress. The pressure

sortening effect could be viewed as another kind of damage related to hydrostatic



pressure. Thin section analysis shows tha~ in ~he center of the critical zone, theH'

is a significant degree of damage and the damage !Oec!\1Lnislll Sl'Cll\S ([uih' Ililf(!f!'ul

from that of shear damage. The peak 10.ld decreases with ~he pressure softening

effect (figure 5.12),

Two typical results of the numerical model which includes both prt'llSllrC han!

ening and pressure softening effects arc shown in Figures 5.13 and 5.11\. In huth

figures the pressure softening constant is chosen as Go :::: 12 and thc hardening

constant Fo is chosen as 1 and 2. Accurate values of both conslants nCI:J to be

decided in future studies.

Comparing the results obtained by including both prC3Sure hardening and pres

sure softening effects to the results with only pressure softening effeds, it is S(~m

that the peak stress increases when the hardening effect is present. It is also found

that the shape of the load history curves when all pressure effcch arc considered

is very similar to those of the test results from the Hobson's Choice Icc Island

tests (Figure 5.23). The pressure softening effects soften the ice while the pressure

hardening effects make the stress concentrated in the center and the stress gradicnt

becomes much steeper. A steep stress gradient will result in a fast developmem anJ

progress of shear damage from the edge to the cenler. A quick extruKioo process is

therefore expected and so is a. sharp drop in lolal icc force exp.rted on lhe indentor.

The load and displacement histories oblained by using thc suggested model and

that of the previous model without considering pressure effects are shown in Figures

5,15 and 5.16. A sharper drop in the icc load and a morc accelerated displacement

upon load dropping can be seen in the results of t' 6,gesled Tlloricl.

In Figures 5.17 and 5.18, volumetrk stress history ann pressure softening pa-



rameter history or 5 elements at the interface in one cycle of interaction arc givell.

In Figure 5.17, curve 1 represents the history of volumetric stress of the clcmc,:t

in the geometric center of the icc-indentor contact line while r.urvc 5 represents

the edge clement and other curves are for inLermediate. From the shapl: and the

increase or the volumetric stress in Figure 5.\7, a harden ;Ilg process call be ;\\cnti·

tied in center clements before the ice starts to rail. When the softening or mdlillg

effect is accumulated to a certain level, the ice fails. Once the failure starts, the

hydrostatic pressure is quickly relea5ed. It is seen in Figure 5.18 that the softening

effect decreases dramatically from the central element to the edge clement and the

effect on the edge clement (curve 5) is so small that can be neglected.

Figures 5.19 and 5.20 show the variation of pressure distribution during one

dynamic cycle. Figure 5.19 is the test result of crushed ice squeezed out betwccn

two plates (Singh et aI, 1993) and Figure 5.20 is obtaim.'<.I by using the present

model. The pressure distribution varies with time in the same way in both results.

The presure distribution at different times indicates a build up of pressure in the

center and a high pressure gradier.t across the indentor width due to the hardening

effects and the damage development. The high pressure gra.dient forces the icc

outwa.rds towards the low pressure areas, and the pressure softening effect will

soften the ice remaining in high pressure zones at the same time.

rn Figure 5.21, the two load histories are the results of dynamic and stat.ic

analysis. Compared to the ice force, the inertial force associated with the vibratioll

of the actuator indentor assembly is very small. In both the dynamic and static

analyses, the spring element plays a very important role. In both analy~es, there

is an acceleration of the mass element after the peak load which simulates the
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forward ~urgc of the indentor. Due to the reasons given above, as can be seen in

Figure 5.21, there is almost no difference between the two results. Spencer (1993)

gave a detailed analysis of the indentation system. He concludes that most of the

dynamic response characteristics are a result of the loading and unloading of the

model spring. The frequency response of the actuator control system is too low

to be able to respond to the rapid displacement changes. It is believed that the

load variation is dominated by the deformation of the ice ahead of the indentor,

however, the indentation system does have effects on the vibration. When the

indentor slows down or surges forward, the servo control system tries to correct

and maintain a constant speed. "The release of tile stored energy in the indentation

system after the load peak will also accelerate the vibration.

Xiao et a1. (1992) suggest that pressure melting will reduce the friction on

both 1cc·indentor interface and the interface of the damaged ice (crushed layer)

and the intact ice. By using this assumption in this numerical modelling, the load

history is obtained as shown in Figure 5.22. Further work to prove and include this

assumption to the present model is suggested.

Finally, one cycle of the load history results obtained from an example calcu

lation is compared with the corresponding field record from the Hobson's Choice

Ice Island tests (Figure 5.23). One can see the good agreement between the model

result and the test result.
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Figure :,>.9: Total Ice Force History with Different Damage Constanb
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Figure5.IO:Total Ice Force History witb Different Creep Parameten (to)
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Figure 5.11: Total Ice Force History with Different Pressure Hardening Constant
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Figure 6.12: Total Ice Force History with Different Pressure Softening Constant



Figure 5.13: Load History With and Witbout Pressure Effects I, Po = 1
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Figure 5.15: Load History of the New Model and the Model without Pressure
Effects
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Figure 5.16: Displacement History o( the New Model and the Model without Pres
sure Effects
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Figure .5.20: Variation in Pressure Distribution of the Modellins Resulb



Figure 5.21: Dynal.lllc and Static Moddlins Rnulb or Load History
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ChapLer 6

Conclusions and
Recommendations

As delcribed in Chapler 3, invaluable information is provided by 1llt.'lIium scale

indentation tests and small scale laboratory tests. The information regarding the

dynamics of the indentation process, distribution of local peak stress and char

acterization of the failure zone is used in the numerical modelling of the present

study.

In a predominantly crushing mode of failure, the ice near the indentor i~ char

acterized by the spatial and temporal random distribution of critical zones which

are generally associated with regions of moderate to high confinement. Within a

critical zone, daring [lLSt crushing and clearing indentation events, the develop·

ment of damage is considered to start from its edges and the damage progression

moves rapidly inward. Meanwhile, due to the high confining pressure in critical

zones, pressure melLing would occur especially in Lhe cenLer area of criLical zone

where hydrostatic pressure is very high. Pressure melting would further soften icc

by reducing its viscosity significanLly. It is Lherefore quite possible to have large

deformations in regions of moderate to high confinement.
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New models have been proposed by Jordaan (1991) and Schapery (1991) to de

scribe the compressive deformation ill ice by using theori~ of continuum damage

mechanics and viscoelasticity. [n these models, the loss of deformational ft:!sistance

is described as ice structure degradation. Previous experimental and numerical re

sults show that the creep strain is significantly enhanced by damage development

which is the results of changing structure. The crushed material produced during

medium scale indentation tests has varied physical characteristics. Damage mecha

nisms other than the accumulation of microcracks might be active and hydr05ta~ic

pressure would play an important role in svch mechanisms. When hydrostatic

pressure effe<:ts on ice deformation are taken into account in the ice constitutive

model in finite cle:nent analysis, a very steep pressure gradient is obtained i!' ice

near the indentor which results in boll, a high le..el of damage and a quick inward

progression of damage. A rapid extl usion of the severely damaged ice is there-

fore expected. Pressure softening and quick development of microcracking make

accelerated creep and extrusion possible. The model of pressure effects on ice in

moderate to high hydrostatic pressure condition provides an explanation of the

quick failure of ice in indentation tests.

The present study examines the role of damage enhanced creep and hydrostatic

pressure effects ill ice indentation tests. Pressure melting (softening) and pressure

hardening effects are discussed and the suggested models are tried with various

functions and parameters. The results are in good agreement with the results

from the medium scale indentation tests. Based on the analysis and the numerical

calculation results, The following conclusions are made:

1. The development of damage is inhibited by hydrostatic pressure and this will
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lead to an increase in stiffness for damaged ice.

2. Once the contininr; pressure eltcceds a certain Icvcl, pressure mcltinr; can ilt,'1:Ur

and it will reduce the ice viscosity and thc friction belwL'Cn crack snrrat'ClI,

resulting in a fast deformation of the ice in high prcssurt' areas.

3. Damage caused by microcracking and softening erreds caused hy !>rl'li.,lIrC

melting and dynamic recrystallization may be the main re;\Son. for load rlrop~

in medium scale indentation tests.

4. The development and failure of critical zones can be viewed as the key com·

ponents in determining the ice load and the dynamic vibration in medium

scale indentation tests.

One can see from the numerical modelling results that the shape and the mag·

nitude of the load and displacement are determined by parameters or creep, dam

age, and pressure effects. To have accurate simulation results, ruture work shuuld

concentrate on identirying these critical parameters which characterra the crct.'P.

damage and pressure melting process. Creep enhancement under multiaxial stress

states should be a key point in the development o( new model. A triaxial test with

the release o( the confinement when the ice sample rails is suggested in order to

simulate the real process during the interaction.

Sintering, which can be viewed as the reverse o( the damaging prOCelIS, may play

an important role in helping the load build-up after melting. More detailed study

on sintering is necessary (or a complete theoretical model o( the whole interaction

process.
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Tensile fracture i:'l' not included in the present study although a tensile zone

docs exist in the ice mesh in finite element analysis. Further study on modellinA

or fradures and spalls is recommended.

Since the critical zones vary as a function of time and space, probabilistic ap

proache5 are suggested.
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